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HAROLD Β. MATTINGLY 

The Alliance of Athens w i t h Egesta 

N o t so very long ago I found myself admiring J O H N TRAVLOS'S elegant demonstra
t ion of where the sanctuary of Kodros, Neleus and Basile should be located at 
Athens - a precise site near the Ilissos and wi th in the Themistoclean ci ty-wall . The 
wel l -known decree of Antiphon's archonship (418/7 B. C.) was discovered there in 
1884 and in 1962 a boundary-stone turned up in situ, on the line of an ancient road 
delimiting the sanctuary to the south.1 Since Adousios' decree ordered the demar
cation of the sanctuary, i t struck me as most natural to regard this stone as one of 
those duly set up in 418/7 B. C.2 Life for epigraphists is rarely so simple. The stone 
reads H O R O Z T O H I E R O and scholars have therefore dated i t c. 450 B.C. i n 
stead.3 The Egesta Treaty has suffered similar treatment. Because i t has rounded, 
tailed rho and three-bar sigma, it is normally put in the 450s B .C . ; the archon's 
name in the preamble ends in -on and Habron (458/7 B.C.) has been preferred.4 

The rider, however, was almost certainly proposed by a man called Euphemos.5 A n 
Athenian of this name was the main negotiator for a Kamarina alliance in winter 
415/4 B.C. and may well have gone on to Egesta later. I f Kamarina had joined 
Athens, there wou ld have surely been valuable cavalry assistance. Instead Egesta 
was persuaded to spare three hundred horse.6 What could be more natural than to 
identify envoy and orator?7 There is a good parallel in this late period. The Eu-

1 See Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Greece (1971), pp. 332-34 with fig. 435 f. : IG I 3 84: 
P. STAVROPOULLOS, AD 20 (1965), pp.68-70 with SEG24. 58 and TRAVLOS, fig. 436 (hows). 

2 IG I 3 84.6-9 with 14 f. and 30-32 (rider). The probouleuma had made the basileus re
sponsible, τός όριστάς έπιπέμφσαι όρίσαι τα hiepà ταΟτα. 

3 See TRAVLOS (η. 1), p. 332 and SEG 24. 58. 
4 So MEIGGS and LEWIS, Greek Historical Inscriptions no.37, pp.80-82: D.W.BRADEEN 

and M.F. MCGREGOR, Studies in Fifth-Century Attic Epigraphy (1973), pp. 71-81: IG I 3 , 11 
(WOODHEAD). 

5 Editors vary between reading Εΰφε[μος είπε, Ευφεμ[ος είπε and Εϋφεμ[ος είπε 
(IG Ι311.15). The only alternative is Eupheros, which is extremely rare (PA 6043-5 and 
6043 a). 

6 SeeThuc. 6, 75.4 and 81-88 (Kamarina): 88.6 and 98.1 (embassy to Egesta): 20.4 - 21.1 
(Athens' need for cavalry): 67.2, 75.3 and 88.1 (Kamarina's support for Syracuse - about 
twenty horse - was nominal). 

7 W I L A M O W T Z could not resist it (Aristoteles und Athen 2 [1883], p. 135 with η. 10), 
though he dated the alliance 458/7 B.C.! 
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krates who proposed a rider to the Bottiaian Treaty of 422/1 B. C. (?) was probably 
general in the Thraceward region in 412/1 B.C.8 Just how sound is the argument 
for dating the Egesta alliance in the 450s? 

The archon's name is the crux, since only the last four spaces show letters or 
possible traces. Reused as a threshhold block the stone has been w o r n nearly 
smooth at that point by the passage of countless feet.9 TERRY W I C K has insisted, on 
the basis of a new squeeze and photographs, that the phi of Ant iphon can be 
read.10 The opposition has claimed the beta of Habron , but w i th less assurance.11 

M a n y w i l l feel tempted to agree w i t h PETER R H O D E S that «enough letters to guar
antee the archon's name can be seen only by those who know what they want to 
see».12 This is neatly put, but i t is unintentionally misleading. W I C K ' S 1981 paper 
concluded wi th a report by Professor J. M . B A L C E R . BALCER had remained very 
sceptical about the reading on the stone, though agreeing that W I C K ' S squeeze 
seemed to show a phi. Scrupulous study of the stone produced interesting results. 
In the fourth place from the end of the name he saw a vertical stroke only and no 
trace of the supposed beta. O n the crucial th i rd space he reported ful ly: «I saw less 
of the phi [under limited lighting] than on the squeeze; in fact I must admit that I 
could hardly make it out. But playing my penlight across the surface, the phi be
came clearer and clearer - still very difficult, but clear . . . I then moved the stone 
on its dol ly back to a big light. When I used both lights, the oval of the phi became 
very clear . . . Given the condition of the stone the Ι Φ Ο Ν could not be clearer, and 
the clarity is such that many wou ld not dot any of these four letters».13 Others have 
independently seen the same. 

In February 1965 PETER G R E E N wrote to me from Athens. I had suspected phi as 
early as 1962 from W O O D H E A D ' S 1948 photograph and a squeeze and what I wrote 
led G R E E N first to study the photograph closely and then to check the stone. Scru
t iny «made it clear beyond any conceivable doubt. The letter before - O N in the ar
chon's name can't be anything but phi, possibly. I read phi w i t h visual confi-

8 See IG I 3 76. 34: Aristophanes, Lysist. 103: PA 5757 (Nikias' brother?). For the date of 
the alliance see MERITT, AJA29 (1925), pp.29-31. 

9 See the good description and plate in BRADEEN and MCGREGOR, op. cit. (n. 4), 
p p . 7 1 - 7 3 : I G I 3 l l η. 

10 JHS95 (1975), pp. 186-88: CPh 76 (1981), pp.118-121. Photographic reproduction 
unluckily does not do justice to his squeeze; but W I C K describes the epigraphic facts ad
mirably. 

" BRADEEN and MCGREGOR argued for [hâ]g[p]ov (op. cit. n. 4, pp. 77-79). Dotted beta 
was also championed by RAUBITSCHEK (ΤΑΡΑ75 [1944], p. 10 n.3), MERITTT (BCH88 
[1964], pp. 413-15), and WOODHEAD (Hesp. 17 [1948], p. 59f.). But MEIGGS and LEWIS pre
ferred to print [haßp]ov: WOODHEAD in IG I311 leaves the archon's name unsupplemented 
in the text. 

12 G & R (New Surveys in the Classics, no. 17), <The Athenian Empire> (1985), p.23. 
13 See CPh 76 (1981), p. 120f. 
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dence».14 When I came to Athens in A p r i l we looked hard at the stone together, 
studying it under varied lighting and in sunlight. I was amazed to f ind that I too 
could read phi clearly, though faintly. Three young American epigraphists con
firmed our discovery w i t h a shock of surprise. One of them was FORDYCE M I T C H 
ELL, who has lately wri t ten me a fascinating letter. He was evidently so excited that 
he returned to the stone more than once in 1965 and, measuring very carefully, he 
found that the phi in line 3 exactly matched the phis in lines 11 and 15. I n 1972/3 
he was back in Athens on other work , w i t h some extremely bright opthalmological 
penlights. He naturally used two of them on the Egesta stone, and he now reports 
as follows : «When I shone the light on the phi the «shadow» of the upright seemed 
to be there . . . Concerning the Φ I am absolutely sure».15 BALCER and M I T C H E L L 
both saw the phi when they were not really wanting it. PETER G R E E N had admitted 
no more than a prima facie case. I had certainly had my suspicions, but w o u l d still 
stress my sense of shock when suddenly the phi became visible on the stone - and, 
once seen, refused to go away. 

The first editor U L R I C H K Ö H L E R also <saw> i t and K I R C H H O F F took over from 
him the curious transcription Ο O N N E P X E A R . . . Since this fitted no Athenian 
archon before 442/1 B. C. - the then terminus for three-bar sigma - or even after, 
K Ö H L E R was driven to such desperate shifts as arguing for MSS corruption in some 
archon's name. Evidently he had excluded the possibility of phi}6

 L O L L I N G did 
reckon wi th this, in reediting the text, but he concluded that the traces matched 
closely none of the rounded letters in the text and that therefore they were for tu i 
tous.17 Clearly this is true only of theta or omicron. Even M E R R I T T has now recog
nized the possibility of phi in the th i rd last space, though in the course of t ry ing to 
refute W I C K . 1 8 That K Ö H L E R missed the vestigial traces of the upright is hardly sur
prising in an epoch before modern l ighting devices and other scientific aids. Other
wise he saw precisely what others have seen since. H e viewed the stone several 
times under different light and always had the impression o f a rounded letter in the 

14 For my observations see Historia 12 (1963), p. 268 f. GREEN reported the result of his 
autopsy in Armada from Athens (1970), p.x. 

15 He has kindly allowed me to quote him. He also saw a vertical <scratch>, a <vestigal 
iota> before the phi: probably the <ghost> of a completely abraded letter. 

16 IG I , 20 (with a puzzled note) : KÖHLER, Hermes 2 (1867), p. 17 : «Vom Name des Ar-
chonten ist . . . deutlich der letzte Buchstabe Ν , weniger deutlich der vorhergehende Ο er
halten, dagegen habe ich, so oft ich auch den Stein darauf angesehen habe, stets auch an der 
drittletzten Stelle die Spuren eines kreisrunden Buchstaben zu erkennen geglaubt». Uneasy 
about invoking MSS corruption he argued that uniquely epistates and archon may have fol
lowed their verbs! 

17 See A D 1891, p. 103 no. 9 and IG I , SuppL, p. 139. PRITCHETT approved LOLLING'S ag
nostic approach (AJA59 [1955], p. 58 f.). 

18 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. 121 (1977), p.438. WICK'S effective counter is in CPh76 
(1981), p. 119f. 
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th i rd space from the end of the name. H e honestly tried to come to terms w i t h this 
fact.19 

I n short I would argue that K Ö H L E R ' S instinct was correct and that i t is no co
incidence that four modern scholars have independently read phi f rom the stone in 
line 3. The Egesta alliance must be dated 418/7 B.C. , where it always belonged 
historically.20 K Ö H L E R r ight ly shrunk from arbitrarily altering an MSS archon to f i t 
Θ Ο Ν or O O N . I t is a pi ty that K I R C H H O F F did not feel the same restraint. When 
K O U M A N O U D E S first published the Miletos Decree, w i t h its three-bar sigmas, he 
naturally dated i t 426/5 B .C. by the archon Euthynos w h o m it cited.21 K I R C H 
HOFF, on account of the sigmas, pronounced that it must be at least twenty years 
earlier and proposed accordingly to alter Diodoros ' Euthydemos of 450/49 B. C. 
to Euthynos.22 Since in addition Euthynos is an extremely rare At t ic name, there 
now seems no reason for not returning to K O U M A N O U D E S ' instinctive reaction.23 

First editors can sometimes be right. 

The University of Leeds 
School of History 
Leeds 
LS2 9JT 
Great Britain 

19 Note the words so oft and stets in the passage quoted in my n. 16 and his insistence on 
printing two vestigial round letters in his text. 

20 Fora thorough study of it in this context see J. D. SMART, JHS 92 (1972), pp. 128-146. 
21 Athenaion 5, pp.82f. and 167 and 6, p. 127. 
22 IGISuppl. p.7(n. on 22a): IG I 3 , 21.61 and 86. 
23 On the heavy chances against two archons of this name within only 25 years see my ar

gument in Historia30 (1981), pp. 113-117 and AJPh 105 (1984), pp.347f. 


